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The purpose of this note is to demonstrate the followi.ng three theorems. 

THEOREM 1. Let A a，nd S be enumerably infinite sets. 1/ L isαlinear order 

dejined on the set A， th仰 D;¥[LSJニぷ0・

THEOREM 2. 1/ S is an enul'l1erably set， then D;¥[，18J =ぷ0・

THEormM 3. The cardinalρroduct llsPs CiSi云代。)0/ a system 0/ enumerabl e 

number 0/ orders havi幻gA-dimensions hαs the A-dimension・ Andi/ Rsニ {Ltc川t(s)εTd
is a minimα1 A-realizer 0/ Ps andφ is the set 0/ all malゆingscp 0/ S into U IiRs 

such that cp(s)己Rs/or all SES， then D;¥[llsPδl'5cL，oD}Jfl sヂ(s)].

(As to the terminology 3.nd the notations see !31.) 

THEOREM 2 is nothing but a diff'erent formulation of the theorem， umt demom，trated 
by Mr. Ginsburg in [lJ， that the A--dimension of P'(E∞) is 以0・ Butthe proof is le鉛

cumbersome， in which THEOREM 1 plays an improtant role. Previously the author 

demonstrated that the dimension of a cardinaJ product of a system of orders does not 

exceed the sum of the dimensions of the members [2J， [3J. THEOREM 3 is an analogous 

theorem which estimates the A-dimension of the cardinal product of a system of -orders 

having A-dimensions. 

1. Preliminary. 

It will be appropriate to give a brief account on the terminology and the notations 

used i11 this note. For further details refer to [3J. 

An order defi11ed on a set .A is a subset P of the Cartesian prduct A x A which 

satisfies the followi11g conditions: 

01: xEA imJうlies(X，X)EP， 

02: (X，y)EP and (y，x)己 P imPly Xニ y，

03: (X，y)EP and (y，?)EP im)りly(X，?)EP. 

A linear order defi11ed 011 a set A is an order L which satistJεs the condition 
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04: EL 071 EL any x，yEA. 

"xご三ニy(P)"means that EP. “Zく y(P)"means that (X，y)EP and xチy. "x and 

y are γ， means that f!=P and (y，x)停P. “ais the least(P) element 

of .4" means that (lEA and 三Pfor a11 xEA. 

Let P be an order deI-ined on a set A and B a subset of A. The suborder of P 

1'estricted on the set B is the subset P(B) of P specified by 

P(B)= I (X，Y)EPαnd x，yEB} 

An extension of an orde1' P is an order Q deiined on t.he same set as P such位lat

PCQ. An extension of an order is said a linear extension when it is an linear o1'de1'. 

A stands fo1' the linear o1'der deI-ined on the 1'eal number system according to magnitude. 

A linear extension of an orde1' is said a A-extension when it is isomorphic to a suborder 

of ん

A realizer of an order P is a set R={Ls Is巴 S}of linea1' extensions Ls of P such that 

Pニ什 sLs. 1n particular if Ls is a l-extension for eve1'y SES， it is said a }'-1'ealize1' of 

P. A minimal realizer of an orde1' is a realiz合rwhose ca1'dinality does not exceed the 

cardinality of any realizer of the order. A minimal ，l-realizer of an order is defined 

correspondingh人

A dimension of an order is the cardinality of a minimal realizer of the order and a 

，{--dimensio泌 thatof a minimal A-realizer. The dimension and the A--dimension of an 

order P are denoted and D，l[PJ respectively. If R={LIsES} is a minimal 

realizer (A--realizer rε印。) of P， then D[PJ [PJ resp.) is I SI where …… stands 

for the cardinality of the set 

Let {PδISE be a system of orders， each memebr p， being de五nedon a set As， and 

F the set of a11 mappings 1 of S into U sAs such that I(s) EAs for every SES. The 

cardinal汐roductof the system {P s I s己 S}is the order 11 sPδdcfined on F by 

JlsPs= I/EF}U i/，gEF and (f(s)，g(S))E三Ps101' all SES}。

Let P bc an order defined on a set A and F the set of a11 mappings of a set S into 

Ao The ca1'dinal power of P is 1:he order ps deI-ined on F by 

ps= ) 己F}U and (f(s)，g(s))丘三P all SES}。

20 Proof of the theorems. 

LEMMA 1. Let L be a linear orde1' defined on a set A. 11 ISI =ぷ0，then D[LS] = ~o 

IAI 

'I'his 1.8 a case of 9園3THEOREM on p. 18 of 
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LEMMA 2. Let P be a幻 orderdefined onα8ct A and S a set such that ! S 51ニ [Si，

then D[ (PS )8J = D[P勺 Moycovc)・ zfP Jzas the A-dimension， has also tJw 

A-dimension and D}J(PS)円=D;，[P8J.

This follow8 il11l11ediately f1'0111 the fact that (P勺8i8 isomorphic: to 1川 、 バ andthe 

latter in turn to P久

LEMMA 3. Let A and S be enumerably infim:te sets and L a linear ordet' d♂ftned 

on the set A. Then there exists a suborder of (L8)8 which is iS011Zor向licto }J!. 

Proof. Let W be the linear order defined on the set N of all natural number・8
according to l11agnitud色 and.1 the 1inear order defined on the set い10く Zく 1}according 

to magnitude. Since A i8 isol110rphic to J and there eXlsts a suborder 0:E L k:01110rphic 

to W， there exists a suborder of L8 isol110rphic to WN. By the LEMlV1A L 1 on p‘5Bl 

of [1J there exists a suborder of防TN isomorphic to J. Hence there existc; a suborder of 

L8 isol110rphic to A. Let it be Q， then QS is lsomorphic to AS. 

Proof of THEOREM 1， Con8ider a well-order VV defined on the 8et: S and let for 

each element SES， be a subset of F F speciiied by 

Ls二 {(f，j)IfFF}U{(f，g) If，gEF and く g(s) } 

U {(f"g) if，gEF，f(s) = g(s)αnd f(司く σ)

for the leωt(W) σES such that σ)ヲ乙 σ)}， 

τ'hen R={ムISE S} is a A-realizer 0:E 1人 hencewe have the inequality Dλ 勺三[SI=杭0・

On the other hand we have， by LEMMA 1， the Inverse inequality D;，[Lsl:.2;D[lsJ =出。@

Thu8 we obtain the equality to be clemι0118trated， 

It i8 110t hard to verify that L， is a linea1' orcler definθd on the set F anc1 a巴xte118Ion

of the order L8 and that R i8 a 1'ealizer of L8. 1n orc1er to v町 ifythat Ls is isomorphic 

to a suborder of j{ put ltバ =s十 W(S-s)，W(S-s) being the 8uborc1er of T予?restrictec1 

to the set S -s， then Ls will be written as follows; 

L;={(f，f) ifEF} U {(f，g) If，gEF and f(s)く g(s)(L)

リ{(f，g)if，gEF，fCs)=g(s) and ロ〉くg(σ)(L)

for the least(W勺 iJES such ihai f(o)ヲムg(σ)}心

Thu8 we l11ay take A as the set N of a11 natural numbers， L a8 the order ddined on /Y 
according to magnitude and Ls a8役1elexicographical order Q deLined 011 the set of all 

In自nitesequences of natural numbers. '1'0 be demonstrated 18 that the order Q 18 

I80morphic to a 8uborder of A. 

For a sel11i-cl08ed inte1'val 1= [a，b)， let D".(l) mean the inte1'val [b- -1， 

b-(b一α)/2") fo1' each integer n and let 1" stand fo1' the interval [幻，n+ 1) [01' every 
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integer n. For a given sequence of natural numbers n1， n2， • ・田 ， nk，・・・ 9 出ere1S a 

decreasing sequence of intervals 

I"~ ，l l' ~"]"2' . .・ ，....ulN .2 ~ 0 • '/'k ' ・p

where I"1"2'" 勺 stands for the interval Dヮ(1"1"2" .町一1) for k二三2. Since the length 

of the interval 1"]"2・・・ η converges to 0 as k→cx)， this sequence of intervals determines a 

real number an1"2" ⑩勺..・ Letting correspond this to the given sequence m，n2，・・・ ，nk，・・・ 9

we obtain an isomorphic mapping of Q into ，18包

Proof of THEREM 2， Since AS is， by LEMMA 3， isomorphic to a suborder of (Lりs

we have， by THEOREM 1 and LEMMA 1， t..he inequality D，l[が]手D;. 勺=D;.[LSJ= 

とえo. On the other hand we have， by LEMMA 1， the inverse inequality D)JA8JミD[AS]= 

ぷ0・

As an immediate result of THEORE 2 we have the 

COROLLARY. lf Ls is， for each SES， a linear order isornorJうhicto a suborder of A 

and ISI 三~~o， then n s Ls hαs the A-dirnension which does not exceed ~o・

Proof of THEOREM 3. Put P=/lrPs and Qrp=IIsrp(s¥ ヂ(s) being de自nedon 

As and a A-extension of Ps， Qrp is an order defined on F; moreover since (f，g)EP 

implies (f(s)，g(S))EPs for a1l SES， it implies (f(s)，g(S))Eヂ(s)，hence P~Qcp for a11 rpEφ個

By the COROLLARY to the THEOREM 2， Qrp has the /:-dimension. Let Rcp={Lt(円 It(り

己 Trp} be a minimal A-realizer of Qrp for each rp E o， then R二 uφRcois a A-realizer of 

P. 1n fact: since P~Q for a11 rpεφand every member of R is a ，l-extension of Q伊

for some <pEφ， each member of R is a A-extension of l~\1n order to verify that R is 

a rea1izer of let f and g be two incomparable(P) elements of F. To be shown is 

that there exist two members L1 and L2 of R such that (f，g)ιL1 and (g，f)EL2② 

Assume that Cf，g)EL for a11 member L of R. Then (f，g)ELt(伊)for a11ヂζφand

for a11 tC<p)ETrp， hence (f，g)EQcp for allヂEO，hence (f(s)，g(S))Erp(S) for all 'PEφ 

and forヨ a11SES， hence (j(s)，g・(s))E三Lt(s)for all SES and for a11 tCs)ETs， hence (j(s)， 

g(S))EPs for a1l SES， hence (f，g)EP. But出iscontradicts the hypothesis that f and 

g are incomparable(P). Consequently there exists a memeber L2 such that (g，f)EL2' 

and similarly a member L1 such that (f，g)EL1・ ThusR is a A-realizer of P and P 

has the A-dimension. Clearly we have DA[PJ手IRi三ZφIRrpl=2:φD;.[QrpJ.
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p3ge line read instead of 

2 17 As A 

2 23 into A(=As) into P 

10 8 A'=Aー (B-bo) Aニ Aー (B-bo)

11 17 Lt，t( σ) Lucσ 

12 l D[Pal<D[Ql D[Pal>D[Q] 

13 24 P勿(A何 -y，ド 1) Pη(A況 -y，も 1)

16 32 IA一日 -bl iA-a-b 

16 37 IAI/2 IAI2 

17 1 IAI/2 AI/2 

17 20 DlPl~3 D[P]三';3

17 22 nミ~3 持三三3

17 26 n之2 間三三2

17 36 IAI~4 IAI三三4

18 7 M't(σ) MtσJ 

18 9 Sくs'(W) SES'(W) 

19 8 ISI IS 

19 2.5 {L$lsES} {L手 SES}




